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Abstract 

Distributed storage systems employ replicas or erasure 

code to ensure high reliability and availability of data. Such 

replicas create great amount of network traffic that 

negatively impacts storage performance, particularly for 

distributed storage systems that are geographically dispersed 

over a wide area network (WAN). This paper presents a 

performance study of our new data replication methodology 

that minimizes network traffic for data replications. The idea 

is to replicate the parity of a data block upon each write 

operation instead of the data block itself. The data block will 

be recomputed back at the replica storage site upon receiving 

the parity. We name the new methodology PRINS (Parity 

Replication in IP-Network Storages).  PRINS trades off high-

speed computation for communication that is costly and more 

likely to be the performance bottleneck for distributed 

storages.  By leveraging the parity computation that exists in 

common storage systems (RAID), our PRINS does not 

introduce additional overhead but dramatically reduces 

network traffic. We have implemented PRINS using iSCSI 

protocol over a TCP/IP network interconnecting a cluster of 

PCs as storage nodes. We carried out performance 

measurements on Oracle database, Postgres database, 

MySQL database, and Ext2 file system using TPC-C, TPC-W, 

and Micro benchmarks. Performance measurements show up 

to 2 orders of magnitudes bandwidth savings of PRINS 

compared to traditional replicas. A queueing network model 

is developed to further study network performance for large 

networks. It is shown that PRINS reduces response time of the 

distributed storage systems dramatically. 

   

1. Introduction  
 

As organizations and businesses depend more and more 

on digital information and networking, high reliability and 

high performance of data services over the Internet has 

become increasingly important. To guard against data loss 

and to provide high performance data services, data 

replications are generally implemented in distributed data 

storage systems. Examples of such systems include P2P data 

sharing [1,2,3,4,5,6], data grid [7,8,9,10] and remote data 

mirroring [11,12] that all employ replicas to ensure high data 

reliability with data redundancy. While replication increases 

data reliability, it creates additional network traffic. 

Depending on application characteristics [1, 2, 3] in a 

distributed environment, such additional network traffic can 

be excessive and become the main bottleneck for data 

intensive applications and services [13]. In addition, the cost 

of bandwidth over a wide area network is very high [14, 15] 

making replications of large amount of data over a WAN 

prohibitively expensive.  

In order to minimize the overhead and the cost of data 

replication, researchers have proposed techniques to reduce 

unnecessary network traffic for data replications [1,2]. While 

these techniques can reduce unnecessary network traffic, 

replicated data blocks have to be multicast to replica nodes. 

The basic data unit for replication ranges from 4KB to 

megabytes [4], creating a great amount of network traffic on 

replica alone. Such large network traffic will result in either 

poor performance of data services or excessive expenses for 

higher WAN bandwidth [15]. Unfortunately, open literature 

lacks quantitative study of the impacts of such data 

replications on network performance of a distributed storage 

systems.  

This paper presents a quantitative performance 

evaluation of a new data replication technique that minimizes 

network traffic when data is replicated. The new replication 

technique works at block level of distributed data storages 

and reduces dramatically amount of data that has to be 

transferred over the network. The main idea of the new 

replication technique is to replicate the parity of a changing 

block upon each block write instead of the data block itself, 

hence referred to as PRINS (Parity Replication in IP-Network 

Storages). Such parity is computed in RAID storage systems 

such as RAID 3, RAID 4 or RAID5 that are the most popular 

storages in use today. As a result, no additional computation 

is necessary at the primary storage site to obtain the parity. 

After the parity is replicated to the replica storage sites, the 

data can be computed back easily using the newly received 

parity, the old data and the old parity that exist at the replica 

sites. Extensive experiments [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] have shown 

that only 5% to 20% of a data block actually changes on a 

block write. Parity resulting from a block write reflects the 

exact data changes at bit level. Therefore, the information 

density is smaller than corresponding data block. A simple 

encoding scheme can substantially reduce the size of the 

parity. PRINS is able to exploit the small bit stream changes 

to minimize network traffic and trades off inexpensive 

computations outside of critical data path for high cost 

communication.  
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We have implemented a PRINS software module at block 

device level on a cluster of PCs interconnected by a TCP/IP 

network, referred to as PRINS-engine. The network storage 

protocol that we used is the iSCSI (Internet SCSI) protocol 

that was recently ratified by the Internet Engineering Task 

Force [21]. Our PRINS-engine runs as a software module 

inside the iSCSI target serving storage requests from 

computing nodes that have an iSCSI initiator installed. Upon 

each storage write request, the PRINS-engine performs parity 

computation and replicates the parity to a set of replica 

storages in the IP network. The replica storage nodes also run 

the PRINS-engine that receives parity, computes data back, 

and stores the data block in-place. The communication 

between PRINS-engines also uses iSCSI protocol. We have 

installed Oracle database, Postgres database, MySQL 

database, and Ext2 file system on our PRINS-engine to test its 

performance. TPC-C, TPC-W, and micro benchmarks are 

used to drive our test bed. Measurement results show up to 2 

orders of magnitudes reduction in network traffic using our 

PRINS-engine compared to traditional replication techniques. 

We have also carried out queueing analysis for large networks 

to show great performance benefits of our PRINS-engine. 

The paper is organized as follows. Next section gives a 

detailed description of our PRINS and our implementation of 

the PRINS-engine. Section 3 presents our performance 

evaluation methodology and the experimental setups. 

Numerical results are discussed in Section 4 followed by 

related work in Section 5. We conclude our paper in Section 6. 

 

2. A Novel Replication Methodology 
 

Let us consider a set of computing nodes interconnected 

by an IP network. Each node has a computation engine and a 

locally attached storage system. The computation engine 

performs distributed applications and accesses data stored in 

the locally attached storage as well as storages in other nodes. 

The storages of all the nodes collectively form a shared 

storage pool used by the computation engines of the nodes. 

To ensure high availability and reliability, shared data are 

replicated in a subset of nodes, called replica nodes.  

The idea of PRINS is very simple. Instead of replicating 

data block itself upon a write operation, we replicate the 

parity resulting from the write [19]. Consider a RAID 4 or 

RAID 5 storage system. Upon a write into a data block Ai that 

is in a data stripe (A1, A2 … Ai,  … An), the following 

computation is necessary to update the parity disk: 
 

Pnew = Ai
new

   ⊕    Ai
old

   ⊕     Pold           (1) 
 

where Pnew is the new parity for the corresponding stripe,  

Ai
new

   is the new data for data block Ai,  Ai
old

 is the old data 

of data block Ai,  and Pold is the old parity of the stripe. PRINS 

leverages this computation in storage to replicate the first part 

of the above equation, i.e. P’ = Ai
new

   ⊕    Ai
old

, to the set of 

replica nodes. This parity represents the exact changes of the 

new write operation on the existing block. Our extensive 

experiments have shown that only 5% to 20% of a data block 

actually changes in real world applications. As a result, this 

parity block contains mostly zeros with a very small portion 

of bit stream that is nonzero. Therefore, it can be easily 

encoded to a small size parity block to be transferred to the 

replica nodes reducing the amount of data transferred over the 

network. 

Upon receiving the packet containing the parity block, P’, 

the replica node unpacks the packet and performs the 

following simple computation  
 

         Ai
new

  = P’  ⊕    Ai
old

                          (2) 
 

to obtain the new replicated data. The new data is then stored 

in its respective LBA (logic block address) location in its 

local storage system. To be able to perform the above 

computation, we assume that  Ai
old

 exists at the replica node. 

This is practically the case for all replication systems after the 

initial sync among the replica nodes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. System Architecture 
 

     We have designed and implemented the replication 

methodology at the block device level referred to as PRINS-

engine. Figure 1 shows the overall structure of our design. 

PRINS-engine sits below the file system or database system 

as a block device. As a result, our implementation is file 

system and application independent. Any file system or 

database applications can readily run on top of our PRINS-

engine. The PRINS-engine takes write requests from a file 

system or database system at block level. Upon receiving a 

write request, PRINS-engine performs normal write into the 

local block storage and at the same time performs parity 

computation as described above to obtain P’. We call this 

parity computation a forward parity computation.  The results 

of the forward parity computation are then sent together with 

meta-data such as LBA to replica nodes through the TCP/IP 

network. The counter part PRINS-engine at the replica node 

will listen on the network to receive replicated parity. Upon 

receiving such parity, the PRINS-engine at the replica node 

will perform the reverse computation as described in 

Equation (2), referred to as backward parity computation. 

After the computation, the PRINS-engine will store the data 

in its local storage using the same LBA.  

Our implementation is done using the standard iSCSI 

protocol. In the iSCSI protocol, there are two communication 

parties, referred to as iSCSI initiator and iSCSI target [20, 21]. 

An iSCSI initiator runs under the file system or database 

applications as a device driver. As I/O operations coming 

from applications, the initiator generates I/O requests using 
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SCSI commands wrapped inside TCP/IP packets that are sent 

to the iSCSI target. Our PRINS-engine is implemented inside 

the iSCSI target as an independent module. The main 

functions inside the PRINS-engine include parity 

computation, parity encoding, and communication module. 

The parity computation part performs the forward or 

backward parity computation depending on whether the SCSI 

request comes from the local application or a replication from 

a remote node. The parity encoding part uses the open-source 

[22] library to encode the parity before sending it to the 

TCP/IP network, or to decode a replication request back to 

parity and data. The communication module is another iSCSI 

initiator communicating with the counterpart iSCSI target at 

the replica node. At each node, PRINS-engine runs as a 

separate thread in parallel to normal iSCSI target thread. The 

PRINS-engine thread communicates with the iSCSI target 

thread using a shared queue data structure.  
 

3. Evaluation Methodologies 
 

This section presents two performance evaluation 

methodologies that we use to quantitatively study the 

performance of PRINS as compared to traditional replication 

techniques. First methodology is to measure the actual 

performance while running, in a network of storage nodes, the 

PRINS and the traditional replication technology that 

replicates every changed data block.  Measurements are 

carried out using real world databases and benchmarks. The 

second method is to use a queueing network model to 

quantify the performance of PRINS on different WAN 

environments.  
 

3.1 Experimental Setup 

 
PC 1, 2, &3 P4 2.8GHz/256M RAM/80G+10G Hard Disks 

PC 4 P4 2.4GHz/2GB RAM/200G+10G Hard Disks 

Windows XP Professional SP2 OS 

 Fedora 2 (Linux Kernel 2.4.20) 

Oracle 10g for Microsoft Windows (32-bit) 

Postgres 7.1.3 for Linux 

Database 

 

 MySQL 5.0 for Microsoft Windows 

UNH iSCSI Initiator/Target 1.6 iSCSI 
 Micrsoft iSCSI Initiator 2.0 

TPC-C for Oracle (Hammerora) 

TPC-C for Postgres(TPCC-UVA) 

TPC-W Java Implementation 

Benchmark 

 
 

File system micro-benchmarks 

Intel NetStructure 470T Switch Network 

 Intel PRO/1000 XT Server Adpater (NIC) 

 

Figure 2.  Hardware and Software environments 
 

Using our implementation described in the last section, 

we installed our PRINS-engine on four standard PCs that are 

available in our laboratory. The four PCs are interconnected 

using the Intel’s NetStructure 10/100/1000Mbps 470T switch. 

The hardware characteristics of the four PCs are shown in 

Figure 2. Each PC has sufficient DRAM and disk space for 

our experiments. Since our primary objective is to measure 

quantitatively amount of replicated data over a network, the 

specific hardware speed such as CPU speed and memory 

performance are not significant for this study. What is 

important is the amount of disk storage being sufficient to 

store data generated by our databases and file system 

benchmarks. A positive side effect of using such low-end PCs 

is the implication of how lightweight our PRINS-engine is. It 

can run on any PC rather quickly with very small overhead. 

In order to show the broad applicability of our PRINS 

and test our PRINS-engine under different applications and 

different software environments, we setup both Linux and 

Windows operating systems in our experiments. The software 

environments on these PCs are listed in Figure 2. We installed 

Fedora 2 (Linux Kernel 2.4.20) on one of the PCs and 

Microsoft Windows XP Professional on other PCs. On the 

Linux machine, the UNH iSCSI implementation [23] is 

installed. On the Windows machines the Microsoft iSCSI 

initiator [24] is installed. Since there is no iSCSI target on 

Windows available to us, we have developed our own iSCSI 

target for Windows. After installing all the OS and iSCSI 

software, we install our PRINS-engine on these PCs inside 

the iSCSI targets.  

On top of the PRINS-engine and the operating systems, 

we set up three different types of databases and a file system. 

Oracle Database 10g is installed on Windows XP 

Professional. Postgres Database 7.1.3 is installed on Fedora 2. 

MySQL 5.0 database is setup on Windows. To be able to run 

real world web applications, we installed Tomcat 4.1 

application server to process web application requests. 
 

3.2 Workload Characteristics 
 

Right workloads are important for performance studies. 

In order to accurately evaluate the performance of PRINS as 

compared to existing replication techniques, we decided to 

use standard benchmarks. Because the exact performance 

characteristics of PRINS depend highly on the actual contents 

of data to be replicated, I/O traces are not useful for this case 

since they do not provide actual data contents but only the 

addresses, timestamps, operations, and sizes of I/O operations. 

Without being able to use general I/O traces that are largely 

available in the research community, we have to employ the 

limited number of industry standard benchmarks that 

represent both the I/O generation process and the actual 

contents that these I/Os deal with.   

The first benchmark, TPC-C, is a well-known benchmark 

used to model the operational end of businesses where real-

time transactions are processed [25]. TPC-C simulates the 

execution of a set of distributed and on-line transactions 

(OLTP) for a period between two and eight hours. It is set in 

the context of a wholesale supplier operating on a number of 

warehouses and their associated sales districts. TPC-C 

incorporates five types of transactions with different 

complexity for on-line and deferred execution on a database 

system. These transactions perform the basic operations on 

databases such as inserts, deletes, updates and so on. From 

data storage point of view, these transactions will generate 

reads and writes that will change data blocks on disks. For 

Oracle Database, we use one of the TPC-C implementations 

written by Hammerora Project [26]. For Postgres Database, 

we use the implementation from TPCC-UVA [27]. We built 

data tables for 5 warehouses with 25 users issuing 

transactional workloads to the Oracle database following the 

TPC-C specification. 10 warehouses with 50 users are built 
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on Postgres database. Details regarding TPC-C workloads 

specification can be found in [25]. 

Our second benchmark, TPC-W, is a transactional web 

benchmark developed by Transaction Processing 

Performance Council that models an on-line bookstore [28]. 

The benchmark comprises a set of operations on a web server 

and a backend database system. It simulates a typical on-

line/E-commerce application environment. Typical operations 

include web browsing, shopping, and order processing. We 

downloaded a Java TPC-W implementation from University 

of Wisconsin-Madison and built an experimental environment. 

This implementation uses Tomcat 4.1 as application server 

and MySQL 5.0 as backend database. The configured 

workload includes 30 emulated browsers and 10,000 items in 

the ITEM TABLE. 

Besides benchmarks operating on databases, we have 

also formulated a simple file system micro-benchmark on 

Ext2. The micro-benchmark chooses five directories 

randomly on Ext2 file system and creates an archive file 

using tar command. We ran the tar command five times. 

Each time before the tar command is run, files in the 

directories are randomly selected and randomly changed. The 

actions in the tar command and the file changes generate 

block level write requests.  
 

3.3 A Queueing Network Model 
 

 
 

We model our PRINS using a network of queues in a 

WAN environment. Our primary focus in this model is 

network traffic. Therefore, we use FIFO queues to model 

network routers and delay centers to model computing nodes. 

Each computing node generates a write request to a data 

block after a random thinking time. The write request is then 

replicated to a set of replica nodes. We assume that a 

computing node will not generate another write request until 

the previous write is successfully replicated. This assumption 

represents a conservative evaluation of PRINS since the total 

network traffic is bounded. Based on this assumption, the 

queue network is a closed queue network [29,30], as shown in 

Figure 3, with a fixed population size being the product of 

total number of nodes and number of replicas. Note that our 

model is a simplified model without consideration of 

topology details of the network. We believe that such a 

simplified model is sufficient to demonstrate the relative 

performance of PRINS compared to traditional replication 

techniques in terms of network traffic. More accurate and 

detailed modeling is left as our future research. 

To solve the queue network model of Figure 3, we need 

to derive the think time of each computing nodes and the 

service time at each router besides total population. Based on 

our experiments of TPC-C benchmarks, we observed that 

while doing transactions each computing node generated on 

average 10.22 write requests per second. We therefore use 

think time of 0.1 second meaning that each node generates a 

write request after 0.1 second of thinking period. The service 

time of each router is the total nodal delay of a router as 

replicated data goes through the router. This nodal delay is 

the sum of queueing delay, transmission delay, nodal 

processing delay and propagation delay. It can be expressed 

as [31]: 
 

Dnodal =   Dqueue + Dtrans + Dproc + Dprop       (3) 
 

The transmission delay, Dtrans, depends on network 

bandwidth and size of replicated data to be transmitted. In this 

study, we consider two typical WAN bandwidths (Net_BW): 

T1 and T3 lines.  For data size, it depends on the block size of 

each write operation and replication methodology used. Let 

Sd denote the data size of a replicated data upon a write 

operation. When the data is sent to the TCP/IP stack, it will 

be encapsulated into network packets. For simplicity purpose, 

we consider only one packet size with 1.5Kbytes payload that 

is the size of Ethernet packets and 0.112KB protocol 

(Ethernet, IP, and TCP) headers. If the replicated data block is 

larger than 1.5Kbytes, it is fragmented into multiple packets.  

The transmission delay is therefore given by 

   Dtrans = (Sd  + Sd /1.5 *0.112)/Net_BW; 

   Dtrans = (Sd  + Sd /1.5 *0.112)/154.4 s,    For T1; 

   Dtrans = (Sd + Sd /1.5 *0.112)/4473.6 s,   For T3. 
 

Note that a T1 line has the bandwidth of 1.544 Mbps giving 

approximately 154.4 KBps assuming 10 bits for a byte 

considering parity bit etc.. Similarly, a T3 line has the 

bandwidth of 44.736 Mbps giving approximately 4473.6 

KBps. The nodal processing delay, Dproc, is usually in the 

range of a few microseconds. We will assume 5 microseconds 

per packet in our analysis. The propagation delay, Dprop, 

depends on the distance of a network. Assuming about 200 

Kilometers between routers across nearby cities, the 

propagation delay is approximately 200Km/(2*10
8
m)=1 ms 

which will be used in our analysis. The queue service time of 

each router is therefore given by 
 

Srouter =   Dtrans + Dproc + Dprop               (4) 

The queueing time, Dqueue , is derived by solving the queueing 

network model of Figure 3. We use the Mean Value Analysis 

(MVA) algorithm [29, 30] with population, think time and 

service time described above. 
 

4. Numerical Results and Discussions 
 

Our first experiment is to measure the amount of data 

that have to be transferred over the network for replication 

while running TPC-C benchmark on Oracle database. We run 

the TPC-C on Oracle for approximately one hour for each 

data block size. While running the TPC-C transactions, we 

replicate write operations from the database server node to a 

replica node over the network. Figure 4 shows the measured 

results in terms of Kbytes of data transferred for replicating 

data from the server node to the replica node.  There are five 

sets of bars corresponding to five different data block sizes. 
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Each set of bars consists of three bars corresponding to the 

amount of data transferred using traditional replication 

technology (red bar), traditional replication with data 

compression (blue bar), and PRINS (golden bar), respectively. 

The traditional replication technology replicates every data 

block being changed. The compression algorithm used to 

compress data blocks for the traditional replication with 

compression is based on the open source library [22]. It is 

shown in this figure that PRINS presents dramatic savings in 

network traffic compared to traditional replications. For the 

block size of 8KB that is a typical data block size in 

commercial applications, PRINS reduces amount of data to be 

transferred over the network for replicating data to one replica 

node by an order of magnitude compared to traditional 

replication technologies. For the block size of 64KB, the 

saving is over 2 orders of magnitudes. Even with data 

compression being used for traditional replication, PRINS 

reduces network traffic by a factor of 5 for the block size of 

8KB and a factor of 23 for the block size of 64KB, as shown 

in the figure. 
 

 
 

 
 

Our second experiment is to run the TPC-C benchmark 

on Postgres database and measure the amount of data 

transferred over the network for replicating data from one 

node to another. Again, we run the TPC-C on Postgres 

database for approximately one hour for each data block size. 

Figure 5 shows the measured results. For the block size of 

8KB, the traditional replication would send about 3.5GB of 

data to the network for the purpose of replication when 

running such TPC-C applications for approximately one hour. 

Our PRINS, on the other hand, transmits only 0.33GB, an 

order of magnitude savings in network traffic. If data 

compression is used in traditional replication, 1.6GB of data 

is sent to the network, 5 times more than PRINS. The network 

savings are even larger for larger data block sizes. For 

example, for 64KB bock size, the network traffic savings of 

PRINS are 64 and 32 times compared to traditional 

replication and traditional replication with data compression, 

respectively. Notice that larger block sizes reduces index and 

meta data sizes for the same amount of data, implying another 

important advantage of PRINS since the data traffic of PRINS 

is independent of block size as shown in the figure. 
 

 
 

      Figure 6 shows the measured results for TPC-W 

benchmark running on MySQL database using Tomcat as the 

application server. We observed 2-order-of-magnitude saving 

in network traffic by using PRINS as compared to traditional 

replication techniques. For example, for the block size of 

8KB, PRINS sends about 6MB of data over the network 

during our experiment period whereas traditional replication 

sends 55MB of data for the same time period. If block size is 

increased to 64KB, the amounts of data transferred are about 

6MB and 183MB for PRINS and traditional replication, 

respectively. 
 

 
 

      Our next experiment is to measure the network traffic of 

the three replication techniques under file system benchmarks. 

We run a set of micro-benchmarks described in the previous 

section on Ext2 file system. Figure 7 shows the measured 

results. Compared to the previous experiments on databases, 

greater magnitudes of data reduction are observed. For 

example, for 8KB block size, PRINS transmits 51.5 times less 

data than traditional replication and 10.4 times less data than 

traditional replication with data compressions. For 64KB 

block size, the savings are even greater with 166 times and 33 
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times compared to traditional replication and traditional 

replication with data compression, respectively. Note that the 

micro-benchmarks mainly deal with text files that are more 

compressible than database files.  

All our experiments clearly demonstrate the superb 

advantages of our PRINS architecture. It presents orders of 

magnitudes savings in terms of network traffic for data 

replications. It is interesting to note that the amount of data 

transferred using PRINS is related to applications 

independent of data block size used. It transmits exactly the 

changed bits stream resulting from an application. To extract 

such exact bit changes, it may incur additional overhead. One 

question to be asked is how much overhead is caused by the 

PRINS. In our experiment, we measured such overhead 

caused by additional computation of parity and I/O operations. 

For all the experiments performed, the overhead is less than 

10% of traditional replications. This 10% overhead was 

measured assuming that RAID architecture is not used. As 

mentioned previously in this paper, PRINS can leverage the 

parity computation of RAID. In this case, the overhead is 

completely negligible.  

 

Figure 8. Response Time Comparison for Replicating Data

over T1 Lines and Going through 2 Routers. Block size=8KB
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Since it is very time consuming to carry out an 

exhaustive experiment for all different cases and 

configurations (it takes days to run one set of experiments), 

we performed analytical evaluations using the simple 

queueing model presented in the previous section. The 

parameters used in our queueing analysis are based on our 

experiment presented above. We consider two typical WAN 

connections: T1 and T3 lines and assume that all replications 

go through two network routers. Figure 8 shows the response 

time curves as a function of queue populations for the block 

size of 8KB. The queue population here is the product of 

number of nodes and number of replica nodes. For example, 

if we have 10 nodes in the networked storage systems and 

each write is replicated to 4 replica nodes, then the population 

is 40 which represent total network traffic in this case. As 

mentioned in the last section, each node generates a write 

request after every 0.1 second which is the measured average 

of TPC-C benchmark. It can be seen in Figure 8 that the 

response time of traditional replication increases rapidly as 

population size increases. Even with data compressed, the 

response time also increases very quickly. The response time 

of PRINS stays relatively flat indicating a good scalability of 

the technique.  

Figure 9 shows the response time comparisons of the 

three replication techniques over faster and more expensive 

WAN connections, T3 lines. Although the response times are 

smaller because of faster Internet links, the two traditional 

replication techniques suffer from high response time as 

population size increases. Our PRINS shows constant lower 

response time than the other two replication techniques. It 

scales up very well with increased number of nodes and 

replica nodes. 
 

Figure 9. Response Time Comparison for Replicating Data

over T3 lines and Going through 2 Routers.
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Figure 10. Router Queueing Time vs Write Rate with T1,

block size=8KB
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In order to see how the three replication techniques 

impact the router traffic, we use a simple M/M/1 queueing 

model to analyze the traffic behavior on one router. We keep 

increasing the write request rate of computing nodes until the 

router is saturated. The service time for the three replication 

techniques is derived using Equation (4) and measured values 

in our experiments. Figure 10 shows the response time curves 

as functions of write request rates assuming T1 line. It is 

shown in the figure that PRINS can sustain much greater 

write request rates than the two traditional replication 

techniques. The traditional replications saturate the router 

very quickly as the write request rate increases. 
 

5. Related Work 
 

Realizing the importance of reducing network traffic, 

researchers in the distributed system community have 

proposed numerous techniques to optimize WAN 

communications. These techniques can be broadly classified 

into four categories: network file systems for low bandwidth 

networks, replicating differentials of files, data compressions, 

and relaxed consistency for replicas. Our PRINS 

complements most previous work and can be combined with 

existing techniques to obtain additional savings in network 

bandwidth.  
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LBFS [32] file system proposed by Muthitacharoen, 

Chen and Mazières was designed for low-bandwidth 

networks. It avoids sending same data over the network by 

exploiting similarities between files and versions of the same 

files. Spring and Wetherall’s technique eliminates redundant 

network traffic by detecting repetitions in two cooperating 

caches at two ends of a slow network link [33]. The two ends 

index cache data by 64-byte anchors [34] to identify 

redundant traffic. There are also many network file systems 

designed for low-bandwidth networks that are out of scope of 

this paper. A good summary of such file systems can be 

found in [32]. 

Rsync [35] reduces network traffic by transmitting only 

the differences between two files located at two ends of the 

network. By comparing the hash values of chunks of the files, 

the sender only sends the chunks that do not match and tells 

the receiver where to find the chunks that match. There are 

also UNIX utilities such as diff and patch etc. that use similar 

techniques to reduce network traffic. A typical example is 

CVS [36] that transmits patches over the network to bring a 

user’s working copy of a directory up to date for program 

version management.  

All the above research looks at network traffic reduction 

at file system level. PRINS works at block device level in data 

storages. It is independent of any file system and below a file 

system. The difference between PRINS and the prior work 

discussed above is similar to the difference between NAS 

(network attached storage) and SAN (storage area network). 

PRINS can also be applied to these file systems to reduce 

network traffic further. 

Data compression has been widely used in storage 

industry for WAN optimizations [37], particularly for data 

replications. There are many successful compression 

algorithms including both lossy and lossless compressions. 

Compression ratio varies depending on the patterns of data to 

be compressed.  While compression can reduce network 

traffic to a large extent, the actual compression ratio depends 

greatly on the specific application and the specific file types. 

PRINS makes compression trivial since parity can be 

compressed easily and quickly because all unchanged bits in a 

parity block are zeros.  

Replicating mutable data in a P2P environment poses 

unique challenge to keep data coherence. Susarla and Carter 

[1] surveyed a variety of WAN data sharing applications and 

identified three broad classes of applications: (1) file access, 

(2) database and directory services, and (3) real-time 

collaborative groupware. Based on their survey, they came up 

with a new consistency model to boost the performance of 

P2P data sharing. There is an extensive research in the 

literature that relaxes consistency for performance gains such 

as Ivy [38], Bayou [39], Fluid replication [40], and TACT [41] 

to list a few. All these research works consider the impacts of 

keeping data coherence on the performance of data sharing. 

PRINS aims at reducing network traffic by reducing the 

amount of data that have to be transferred over a limited-

bandwidth network for data replications at block level.  It is 

complementary to and can be directly plugged into the 

existing technologies described above for network 

performance optimizations. 

 

6. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we have presented a new replication 

methodology that can be applied to remote data mirroring. 

The new replication methodology is referred to as PRINS for 

Parity Replication in IP-Network Storages. PRINS replicates 

data parity resulting from a disk write instead of replicating 

data block itself. As a result, network traffic for replication is 

minimized achieving optimal replication performance. We 

have designed and implemented our PRINS as a software 

module at block device level. Extensive testing and 

experiments have been carried out to show that our 

implementation is fairly robust. Commercial databases such 

as Oracle, MySQL, and Postgres have been setup on our 

implementation. Performance measurements using real world 

benchmarks such as TPC-C, TPC-W, and file system micro-

benchmark have shown up to 2 orders of magnitudes network 

traffic reductions. The executable code of our implementation 

is available online at www.ele.uri.edu/hpcl with additional 

functionalities such as continuous data protection (CDP) and 

timely recovery to any point-in-time (TRAP) [42]. 

Furthermore, queueing network models have been used to 

analyze network performance for larger systems to show 

dramatic reduction in storage response time and good 

scalability of PRINS. 
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